April 05, 2021

Office Order

In view of the rising COVID-19 cases in Delhi/NCR and University of Delhi Office Order No. F.No.Estab.II(i)/330/COVID-19/M/2021 dated 03.04.2021, the students are advised to stay at home and avoid physical presence for their academic work to libraries, laboratory etc. unless very essential to complete the academic activities.

Also, Bookings of Conference Hall, Committee Room, Auditorium, Audi Lobby & ICT Lab etc. for any function/Event remains cancelled till further notice.

Students are also advised to take necessary precautions and follow the guidelines/SOPs issued by the concerned authorities.

Dr. Sanjeev Kumar Tiwari  
Principal (Offg.)

Copy to:-
1. College Website  
2. Email to all students  
3. College Entry Gate  
4. Guard File
OFFICE ORDER

In view of the rising COVID-19 cases in Delhi / NCR, an emergent meeting was held and the following decisions were taken to contain the spread of COVID-19:-

All the students are advised to stay at home/ hostel and avoid physical presence for their academic work to libraries, laboratory etc. unless very essential to complete the academic activities. The academic activities and essential work will continue, with proper COVID-19 precautions which includes thermal screening at gates with valid identity proof along with purpose of visit to the University campus, social distancing, prohibition of spitting in public places etc. Wearing of mask is mandatory.

Entry will be restricted inside Faculty of Science, Faculty of Arts, Hostels, Halls etc. No outsider will be permitted.

Booking of Conference Centre, Seminar Halls etc. for any function / event remains cancelled till further notice.

The situation will be reviewed in 10 days and further decision will be taken accordingly. University of Delhi urges all its Colleges, Departments, Centers and Hostels to remain vigilant to handle the present COVID-19 pandemic situation. All concerned are required to take appropriate steps for the benefit of their students and staff.

Please observe the guidelines, SOPs issued by the Government of India, Ministry of Home Affairs, Ministry of Aayush to prevent the spread of COVID-19.

Stay Safe – Stay Healthy.
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